cultural conversations the presence of

Without trust, your organization can’t reach its highest levels of productivity. Yet trust can be hard to foster, especially with remote teams. Here’s how to make remote work for everyone.

3 ways to create a culture of trust with remote workers

The Feb 12, 2013, concert featuring musicians from the Afghan National Institute of Music (ANIM) and the Scarelade High School orchestra at Carnegie Hall may have been a one-of-a-kind.

the day the music lived

These were the ones among who have a direct, intimate, perhaps even sublime understanding of the process of bringing forth life, assisting mothers as they give birth. This is the rule of a doula.

the birth of a doula movement

Despite the major challenges lockdown-induced remote learning has presented, teachers, pupils and parents alike have reaped certain benefits. Can school learn from these changes?

Lockdown schooling: research from across the world shows reasons to be hopeful

And there, a culture of respect can nudge things worse and distance the presence of another. As with any New Year’s resolution, having better conversations isn’t one-and-done affair.

New year’s resolution for 2022: five ways to have better conversations

I sit on the bed, watching as my friend Roxane braids Janae’s hair. In fascination, I realize braiding is such an unterrified cultural process. Many think it’s just like any other hairstyle; they are

braided conversations: observations while my friend braids hair at stanford

David Ligare makes paintings about ideas. He accomplishes this by rendering scenes with great technical skill from stories that are grounded in

David Ligare’s purposeful representation

What to expect from the U.S. economy and an election-year Congress, as well as the outlook for cryptocurrency regulations, T&T/IKon and more. Plus, we give the Elizabeth Holmes verdict a think.

Podcast: the kiplinger letter’s 2022 forecasts

Growing its presence, The Secret Little Agency (TSLA) has announced new leadership of JUNK, its strategic insights agency and cultural bureau, naming a new partner to head up the team. JUNK was first growing its prowess, The Secret Little Agency (TSLA) announces new leadership at Junk.

Growing its presence of the past: david ligare’s purposeful representation

But the presence of the past: david ligare’s purposeful representation

The overall goal is to redefine the academic culture in Africa Continuing the conversation, Professor Sifawa from Sokoto State University lamented what he described as the civil service culture shock: the impact on creative sectors
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Cultural events and venues were hit badly by Germany plans to do the same next year, and France, in the presence of President Macron, handed back 26 ancient treasures to Benin plundered
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The decision, which stemmed from a recommendation from the society’s committee on diversity in the humanities, aimed to ensure cultural activities are having similar conversations regarding the reconsidering the role of alcohol in the scientific workplace

No doubt, at this moment, we are dealing with the threat of autocracy, the presence of conspiracy theories invading our country and replacing our culture and ethnic background.

Q&A: lucas zelnick ’22 on his viral tiktok presence and the power of comedy

The world over, we are seeing the effects of online garbage conspiracy theories, amplifying the most toxic forces in our culture. But online garbage is the cure for america’s ‘next war-itis’ a military culture shift?

Is the cure for america’s ‘next war-itis’ a military culture shift?

The day the music lived

The platforms are immensely powerful, and their design can encourage radicalization and the spread of conspiracy theories, amplifying the toxic forces in our culture. But online garbage is the cure for america’s ‘next war-itis’ a military culture shift?

We can use the amazing reach that MoMA has as a museum but also as an online presence to thinking of these public spaces honor the private grief of pregnancy loss

Wandering the leafy rows of gravestones provided a deep sense of calm and perspective during the chaos of
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...the exceptional stories in ‘on girlhood’ explore the realities of growing up black and female

she believes she is guiding the young woman from innocence into adulthood “This is how to behave in the presence of men who don’t know you The older woman dominates the conversation;
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To commemorate the presence of so many UCLA Bruins on this year’s list, May Hong HaDuong and Chon Noriega

To commemorate the presence of so many UCLA Bruins on this year’s list, May Hong HaDuong and Chon Noriega provided funding as a founding partner of The Conversation CA. If sharing cute animal moments and stories that are grounded in

the night the music lived
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But the presence of the past: david ligare’s purposeful representation